COIL LINE
Manual and electric coil inserters and punching machines
A practical and easy way to finish a product or to store your documents.
The ideal solution for reports, manuals, brochures and presentations.
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Office Line

COIL LINE

Office Line

Manual and electric coil inserters
and punching machines
FEATURES

FINISH@COIL-M
Electric coil inserter

Compact, easy and safe.
Inserting coils from 6 mm. to 32 mm. in every kind of pitch.
Footswitch controlled..

FEATURES

COILMAC-ECI
Manual punching and electric
inserting machine

Manual punching in pitch 6 mm.
Retractable pins for most common paper formats.
Inserting coils from 6 mm. to 30 mm. in pitch 4:1” and 6 mm.
Footswitch controlled.
Manually adjustable punch margin.

FEATURES

COILMAC-M

The Company reserves itself the right to modify the features of the products shown in this catalogue.

Manual punching and inserting
machine

Manual punching in pitch 6 mm.
Retractable pins for most common paper formats.
Manually adjustable punch margin.
Proper slot for manual coil insertion.

FEATURES

CRIMPER @COIL CP-2

Electric cutting and bending for books from 6 mm. to 50 mm.

Electric cutting and bending coil
machine
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WIREBINDER 3:1”/2:1”
Punching and closing machine with retractable pins
The ideal machine for a wide range of office documents finishing.
Using the retractable pins you can easily punch any size and also effect
skip-binding. It is also possible to adjust the distance of the perforations from the edges. Available in pitches 3:1” and 2:1”.
Available with square or round pins (only in pitch 3:1”)
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WIREBINDER 3:1”/2:1”

Office Line

Punching and closing machine with retractable pins
HOW IT WORKS
It is very easy to bind a document with the Wirebinder. First you
punch the block of sheets using the longer handle. Then you
insert the cut length into the holes: this is easy to do, just insert
the wire into the holding groove and fit the sheets onto the wire.
Lastly, you just have to close the wire using the other handle.

FEATURES

Books bound using a Wirebinder 3:1”

Uses wires in cut-length.
Maximum binding length: 350 mm.
Maximum punching thickness: 1,5 mm. per stroke (20 sheets
of 70 g.).
Easy wire insertion slot.
Adjustable binding edge.
Wirebinder/3: fixed punching bar with 40 retractable pins, holes
4,0 x 4,0 mm. square or dia. 4,5 mm. round for all the diameters
in 3:1” pitch.
Wirebinder/2: fixed punching bar with 27 retractable pins, holes
4,0 x 5,5 mm. square for all the diameters in the 2:1” pitch.
Gauge to check the document’s binding diameter.
Lower drawer to collect wasted paper.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Electric connection not required.

The Company reserves itself the right to modify the features of the products shown in this catalogue.

H 200 x D 350 x L 450 mm.
17 Kg

Books bound using a Wirebinder 2:1”
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DIAMOND
Calendar thumb-cut perforating machine and corner rounder
Little and simple machine for corner-rounding and calendar thumb-cut
perforating. Its use is recommended together with our “Wirebinder”
or with all other office line machines. An excellent solution for photo
studios or small print centres. Several optional die-cuts are also available.
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DIAMOND

Office Line

Calendar thumb-cut perforating machine and corner rounder
HOW IT WORKS
Simply inserting the sheets under the die
cut and press the handle to punch.

FEATURES
Very thick books can be punched in one stroke
(even up to 80 sheets per stroke!).
Optional interchangeable dies for different shapes.

COMPLETE WITH
One alignment board.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Electric connection not required.

The Diamond and its tools

H 227 x D 147 x L 140 mm.
2,3 Kg

The Company reserves itself the right to modify the features of the products shown in this catalogue.

AVAILABLE DIES

R 3.5

Radius knife size
1/8” (3,5 mm.)

C 15

Straight knife
adjustable size

R6

Radius knife size
1/4” (6 mm.)

R 10

Radius knife size
3/8” (10 mm.)

D 21

Thumb cut knife size
13/16” (21 mm.)

D6

Punch knife size
1/4” (6 mm.)
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FP-340
Electric punch and manual closing machine
The ideal machine for finishing a wide range of office documents.
Punching tools available for all double wire pitches, with thumb-cut for
calendar hangers as well as holes for plastic coils and spiral bindings.
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FP-340

Office Line

Electric punch and manual closing machine
HOW IT WORKS
It is very easy to bind a document with the FP-340. First you
punch the block of sheets using the footswitch. Then you have
to insert the double loop wire into the holes, or, in the case of
thick products, you can simplify the operation by using the wire
holding groove for the out length, before inserting the sheets
onto it.
Finally you close the wire using the handle. If you’re making calendars, the hanger has to be inserted manually.
Motor

Punching tool

FEATURES
Uses wires in cut-length.
For all diameters in the pitches 3:1” and 2:1”.
Uses square or round holes.
Maximum binding length: 340 mm.
punching thickness per stroke: 2 mm.
Interchangeable punching bars.
Patented slot for facilitating the sheet insertion in the wire.
Screw for A4/A5.

Wire holding groove

Punching

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
220/240 VAC single phase 50/60 Hz; 1 Kw
H 280 x D 500 x L 500 mm.
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45 Kg

Sheets insertion

Spiral closing
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